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1 Introduction 
This article highlights a short period in Yālppāṇam when in 1962 a 
small group of Tamil speakers converted to Ambedkar-Buddhism and 
later re-converted to Caivam. Some reflections on conversion precede 
the central part of this paper. 

Religious conversion, commonly known as proselytization is a po-
litically explosive topic in many countries of the South Asian region. 
In the colonial and post-colonial periods politically motivated conver-
sions were not uncommon in the Indian subcontinent or among its 
neighbours. Certain individuals and families embraced the religion of 
the colonial masters out of inner conviction or for political patronage, 
while others resorted to a different religion than the one they had in-
herited from birth as a form of social and political protest. This paper 
will focus on the latter.  

Conversion is an intriguing religious phenomenon that has been a 
topic of critical study by Christian scholars, both in the fields of sys-
tematic and moral theology for several centuries. In the 20th century it 
has also become a theme of critical analysis in secular disciplines as 
sociology, political science and in the study of the history of religions.1  
                                                   
1  See among others, Peter van der Veer, “Conversion and Coercion: the Politics of 
Sincerity and Authenticity”, 1–14; also “Poetics and Politics in an Age of Mass Con-
version”, both articles in Cultures of Conversion, edited by Jan N. Bremmer, Wout J. 
van Bekkum and Arie L. Molendijk (Leuven: Peters, 2006), 31–51. See also K. N. 
Kadam, The Meaning of the Ambedkarite Conversion to Buddhism and other Essays 
(Mumbai: Popular Prakashan Pvt Ltd., 1997), see esp. the chapter on “the Meaning of 
Conversion”, 34–46. Christopher Lamb, M. Darrol Bryant, “Introduction: Contours 
of Controversy and Commitment in a Plural World”, edited by Christopher Lamb, M. 
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Religious or spiritual conversion from one religious persuasion to 
another by individuals, families, groups or communities could be 
classified under broad categories as a sudden or a gradual change 
prompted or caused by identifiable or unexplainable external induce-
ments or supernatural internal experiences. In the external realm, 
conversion is often attributed to such phenomenon as miraculous 
experiences, visions, divine inspiration, or at times to economic, so-
cial and political coercions.  

Such convictions as a sudden spiritual transformation, the per-
sonal discovery or foretaste of a mystical-spiritual aura of one’s deep-
seated search or an intrinsic spiritual quest serve as the justification 
for the claim of conversion in the internal forum. As we shall point 
out later, the above categories may also be safely applied to “rever-
sion” i.e. re-conversion to the original religion by persons or groups 
that belonged to a different religious persuasion at the time of their 
birth.  

Theological studies on conversion seek to understand largely the 
spiritual and intrinsic transformation of persons and communities 
and confine the cause of conversion much to the internal forum while 
sociological studies have drawn attention to the external causes of 
conversion. However, in specifying the internal and external factors 
one cannot convincingly draw a fine line on a religious phenomenon 
like conversion. There are many complexities involved between the 
enticing factors in the external arena and the determining factors of 
the internal forum. Empirical assessment confirms that in the politi-
cal arena religious conversion can also be used as a tool of manipula-
tion by those who wield power and seek political expediency. In such 
situations coercion can be real, subtle, covert or overt.2  

In this paper my intention is to study the fact and the actual phe-
nomenon of conversion from one religious camp to another as a way 
of open and public protest against the former; by extolling the latter 
as more relevant and emancipatory because it promises social equal-
ity, freedom and non discrimination as an integral part of its religious 
doctrines.  

Coupled with political and social protest, sometimes this form of 
conversion also accompanies a public pronouncement, action and 
often with a mass acclamation. A rapid social emancipation of com-
munities that are oppressed and subjected to various forms of dis-

                                                                                                                        
Darrol Bryant, Religious Conversion: Contemporary Practices and Controversies 
(London: Wellington House, 1999). See esp. 1–22.  
2   See Lamb, Bryant, “Introduction…”, 2–12 
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crimination in the name of religion is often advocated openly as the 
motivating factor in this form of conversion. Thus, in certain cases of 
prominent public conversions, the desire for changing one’s religious 
affiliation is done with a radical call to the entire community. Conver-
sion as a protest in this context is catapulted by the tyranny of oppres-
sion suffered in the name of religion by individuals, communities or 
groups who were relegated to the lower rungs in the social hierarchy 
with a doctrinal sanction. In such contexts, a strong vocal protest 
against the religion into which one was born prior to conversion to 
another religion becomes not a hidden but an open and vibrant pubic 
act. In addition to this protest there are also testimonies of conver-
sions motivated by ethno-political advancements and/or for the sake 
of reaping socio-political advantages. These external motivations of-
ten serve as inducing factors in the background.  

2 Conversion and Reversion 
Let me now examine the external and empirically visible acts and as-
pects of conversion and reversion as expressly articulated by public 
announcement with or without ritual acts that are integral to the pub-
lic confirmation of conversion.3 Here I shall also draw attention to 
certain prominent individual conversions that have a covert or an 
overt socio-political agenda. Within the Sri Lankan context, some 
often-quoted examples in this category are the reversion to Buddhism 
by a former Prime Minister of Sri Lanka, viz., Solaman Vest Rijvē 
Dayas Baṇḍāranāyaka (S.W.R.D Bandaranaike), whose ancestors 
were Buddhists but he was born to parents who became Christians. 
Thus he was baptized Christian. Baṇḍāranāyaka unceremoniously 
reverted to his ancestral religion, Buddhism, when he entered the 
Sinhala political podium in the 1930s.4 Another example is the former 
Sri Lankan President Juniyas Ricaḍ Jayavardhana’s (J. R. Jayawar-
dene’s) father who was also said to be a baptized Christian. Following 
the withdrawal of the British colonialists from Ceylon, Baṇḍāranā-
yaka and Jayavardhana chose to embrace Buddhism as they enter-

                                                   
3  Dr. Ambedkar insisted that a public and visible ritual must accompany one’s 
entry into Buddhism as a new convert. 
4  Heather Selma Gregg, The Causes of Religious Wars: Holy Nations, Sacred 
Spaces and Religious Revolutions, PhD Dissertation (Boston: MIT), 2004, 115–116. It 
is interesting to note that after the death of Jayavardhana, his grandson wrote in the 
Island news paper that Jayawardene in his last days was reading the Bible! 
http://dspace.mit.edu/bitstream/handle/1721.1/16639/56191324.pdf (June 10, 2012). 
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tained political ambitions. Similar examples can be found also among 
Tamil speaking Caivas and Christians, and Siṃhala speaking Bud-
dhists and Christians.  

A critical review of the conversion of Baṇḍāranāyaka’s father from 
Buddhism to Christianity discloses the fact that political objectives 
and privileges conferred by the British colonial powers served as in-
centives to embrace Christianity. Some wealthy individuals from the 
Siṃhala community were enticed to an easy and swift upward social 
mobility by the ladder of religion toward the pinnacles of political 
power. Needless to emphasize that in many conquered territories of 
the Western colonialists and their respective religious leadership 
worked hand in glove with each other for the sake of ensuring stability 
and order of governance. Political analysts confirm that Baṇḍāra-
nāyaka’s reversion to Buddhism was done for his own swift political 
expediency at a time when the British were gradually losing grip on 
the island’s political governance while a strong Siṃhala-Buddhist 
“identity affirmation” was gaining ground. Contemporary scholars on 
Sri Lankan political history blame Baṇḍāranāyaka for planting the 
seeds of a Siṃhala-Buddhist hegemony and extremism to reap short-
term personal political benefits.5  

Bandaranāyaka’s conversion was not a social protest; nor was it 
done for any kind of social emancipation. But his re-conversion at 
least in terms of his political achievements was a success story vis-à-
vis the enhancement of his political career. But success was not al-
ways the end result of the other side of the axis of conversion; namely 
conversion as a social protest.  

It is fitting at this point to do a brief comparative analysis between 
conversion undertaken for political expediency and conversion cho-
sen as a form of socio-religious protest with an emancipatory agenda. 
I shall indicate also the benefits and burdens of resorting to this proc-
ess by individuals and communities and present a critique of the con-
sequences of this protest in order to see whether post-conversion life 
bestowed on those converts the freedom, social respectability and the 
egalitarian sense of social relationships they envisioned. The question 
also remains whether the change of religious identity via conversion 
enhanced converts to realize their full potential in terms of education, 
employment, political participation and social well being.  

                                                   
5  See among others, A. Jeyaratnam Wilson, The Break Up of Sri Lanka: The 
Sinhalese-Tamil Conflict (London: C. Hurst & Co., 1988), 126–127. Also S. J. Tam-
biah, Buddhism Betrayed: Religion, Politics and Violence in Sri Lanka (Chicago: The 
University of Chicago Press, 1992), 58–68 and 122–128.  
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Today, it is interesting to note that in the official website of the Ba-
hujan Samaj Party,6 the events accompanying Dr. Ambedkar’s an-
nouncement that he will soon change over to another religion and his 
exhortation to his followers that they too should follow suit etc. are 
placed under the subtitle, Political career. This categorization was not 
an accident. Ambedkar sought a religious remedy to an issue that had 
serious social and political overtones within the Indian national pol-
ity. But the question is, was he successful in his protest? The present 
day reality in India will not permit us to give an affirmative answer. 
Caste-based discriminations, murders, mayhem and mutilations are 
on the increase and the legal system is helplessly turning a blind eye 
to the horrors perpetrated in the name of religion by Hindu funda-
mentalist groups and their political patrons.  

3 Social Protest and the Dynamics of Religious 
Conversion  

The “Protest-oriented” conversion that created some visible waves of 
change in the post-colonial period in the Indian subcontinent was 
inaugurated and encouraged by Dr. Bhimrao Ramji Ambedkar’s (Ba-
basaheb) beginning from October 1956. It continued to flourish even 
after his death in December 1956. Undoubtedly his declaration and 
desire to embrace Buddhism was compelled by a number of discrimi-
natory socio-political factors which were legitimized by the Hindu 
religious ethos and its doctrinal hermeneutics of the caste hierarchical 
structure.  

Dr. Ambedkar’s protestant action led to significant mass conver-
sions from among his own caste community and from other socially 
marginalized groups who shared this disappointment and dissatisfac-
tion with the Hindu religious identity they had inherited at birth. 
Then, as well as now, Dr. Bhimrao Ramji Ambedkar’s (Babasaheb) 
conversion to Buddhism is understood, interpreted and followed by 
many as a vocal and vibrant social protest against the Hindu religion’s 
caste-based oppressions and discriminations.  

During his life time and after his death Dr. Bhimrao Ramji Am-
bedkar was recognized and respected as an erudite lawyer, an emi-
nent co-architect of the Indian Constitution, a committed social re-

                                                   
6  Kanshi Ram, a loyal and principal follower of Ambedkar founded the Bahujan 
Samaj Party (BSP) which is now the main political vehicle for the Dalit movement in 
India.  
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former who worked assiduously for the emancipation of the Dalits 
across India and particularly in his native State of Maharashtra, a 
strong advocate against Hindu religious discrimination of the un-
touchables and a fearless critic of the leading figures of Indian inde-
pendence, including Mahātma Gāndhi, and also of the pan-Indian 
political instrument, namely, the Indian National Congress.  

Despite India’s claim as being a secular State and Dr. Ambedkar’s 
personal participation of being the co-architect of the Indian constitu-
tion, Ambedkar was powerless to bring about social change toward 
social equality. The obstinacy and rigidity of caste-based oppressions 
in the Indian social arena continued unabated. Constitution was a 
mere paper-promise that contained only sublime ideals far removed 
from reality. He felt forced to choose the radical path of socio-
religious protest.  

As recorded by Dr. Ambedkar in his writings, these caste-based 
discriminations and oppressions were personally suffered by him in 
his professional and political life; he also was a witness to the suffer-
ings and oppressions faced on a daily basis by his caste community 
known as the Mahars.7 His conversion was therefore intended by him 
as a determined and deliberate way forward in the direction of social 
emancipation of communities oppressed by caste-based aggression, 
and in this case sanctioned by the Hindu religious ethos and doc-
trines.  

Among others, the Ambedkar Model of religious Conversion has 
the following elements that are easily discernible from his public 
speeches, writings and a host of other publications. 

a) It was a personal and communitarian protest directed against the 
Hindu religion which permitted inequalities and social discrimina-
tions in the name of religion. 

b) He was motivated by the strong belief that Buddhism possessed 
the perfect answer to his search for meaningful social equality, egali-
tarianism and freedom from all forms of discrimination.  
                                                   
7  Ambedkar strongly believed that Mahar people were an ancient Buddhist com-
munity of India and that they were treated as outcasts because they refused to re-
nounce their Buddhist practices. He wrote a book on this topic, entitled Who were 
the Shudras? In his writings Ambedkar also claimed that he made a serious study of 
Buddhism for several years. It is claimed that in the 1950s, Ambedkar turned his 
attention fully to Buddhism and travelled to Īlam (then Ceylon) to attend a conven-
tion of Buddhist scholars and monks. He also founded the Bharatiya Bauddha Maha-
sabha, or the Buddhist Society of India. His book, The Buddha and His Dhamma was 
published posthumously in 1956. http://bspindia.org/bhimrao-ambedkar.php (Ac-
cessed April 10, 2012). 
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c) It was indirectly a challenge to Hindu religion to transform and 
modernize its creeds. 

As expected this form of religious protest had its ripple effects in 
other States of India where caste-based discriminations continued 
unabated. Tamilnāṭu8 and the neighbouring country Ceylon began to 
voice their protest in similar strain.9 Added to this was the fact that 
Ambedkar in the 1950s visited some Buddhist monks in Ceylon and 
his conversion ritual was officially administered by a Siṃhala speak-
ing Buddhist monk on October 14, 1956.10 Ambedkar emphasized to 
his followers who embraced Buddhism that a public and visible ritual 
should always accompany the act of conversion to Buddhism. Perhaps 
he did this to counter the Hindu ritual of upanāyana by which the 
high caste Hindus are officially initiated and confirmed in Hindu re-
ligion with the placing of the sacred thread on the one received in to 
the fold.  

4 Tamil Subnationalisms and Political Responses 
The fact that the Tamil community especially in and around the city 
of Yālppāṇam has wittingly or otherwise nurtured a caste-ridden so-
cial composition with various layers of high and low stratification is 
well documented by social analysts and historians.11 Tamil subnation-
alism refers to the conglomeration of more than twenty different caste 

                                                   
8  For more on this, see Gnanamony Aloysius, Religion as Emancipatory Identity: 
A Buddhist Movement Among Tamils under Colonialism (New Delhi: New Age In-
ternational Publishers, 1998).  
9  Later, we shall briefly discuss the effects of his public act of conversion on 
Buddhism in Īlam. The mass conversion of Dalit Tamils in Meenakshipuram to Islam 
was seen as a ripple effect caused by the Ambedkar model of conversion. See K. N. 
Kadam, The Meaning of the Ambedkarite Conversion to Buddhism and other Essays 
(Mumbai: Popular Prakashan Pvt Ltd., 1997). Also Rashid Salim Adil, Yoginder Si-
kand, “Politics of Conversion” in Counter Currents.  
http://www.countercurrents.org/dalit-sikander030404.htm (no date given).  
10  After meetings with the Sri Lankan Buddhist monk Hammalawa Saddhātissa, 
Ambedkar organized a formal public ceremony for himself and his supporters in 
Nagpur on 14 October 1956. Accepting the Three Refuges and Five Precepts from a 
Buddhist monk in the traditional manner, Ambedkar completed his own conversion. 
http://socialjusticeforall.weebly.com/conversion-to-buddhism.html  
11  See among others Michael Y. Banks, “Caste in Jaffna”, Aspects of Caste in South 
India, Ceylon and Northwest Pakistan, edited by E. R. Leach (Cambridge: Cam-
bridge University Press, 1960). Bryce Ryan, Caste in Modern Ceylon (New Delhi: 
Navrang, 1953). 
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groups which are commonly classified with the misnomer “minority 
Tamils”. Some of these caste groups were economically dependent on 
the so called upper Veḷḷālar caste for their survival and sustenance. It 
is also true that almost all non-Veḷḷālar caste groups suffered dis-
crimination at varying degrees depending on their particular position 
on the caste ladder. 

The domination of the Veḷḷālar caste was also partly facilitated by 
its numerical, economic and political strength. Caste stratification 
received a quasi-legal approval under the Portuguese and the Dutch 
and early British periods. The codification by the Dutch of Tēca-
valamai legal provisions based on the customs prevailing among 
Yālppāṇam Tamils, is said to have helped to perpetuate at least some 
of the discriminations in terms of land ownership, sharing of water 
and agricultural resources, means of production and other facilities as 
transport and trade.  

Bryan Pfaffenberger observed that a key element in Veḷḷālar think-
ing was that “Jaffna is, by dint of tradition and history, a preserve for 
Vellalar culture and Vellalar privileges..”12 This form of thinking ex-
cluded non-Veḷḷālar caste groups and thereby prevented an overarch-
ing Tamil identity stretching to the whole island. Even in the 1970s 
the term Tamilar was in common parlance exclusively used as a refer-
ence to the Veḷḷālar caste rather than the Īlam (Lankan) Tamils as a 
unified whole.13  

There were many sumptuary restrictions that had the force of law 
under the Dutch and the early British regimes, and persisted well into 
the 1960s. Some of these blatant discriminations suffered by minority 
Tamils are graphically presented by Bryan Pfaffenberger. He records 
that  

In Jaffna in the 1940s and 1950s, for instance Minority Tamils were for-
bidden to enter or live near temples; to draw water from the wells of high 
caste families; to enter laundries, barber shops, cafes, or taxis; to keep 
women in seclusion and protect them by enacting domestic rituals; to 
wear shoes; to sit on bus seats; to register their names properly so that 
social benefits could be obtained; to attend school; to cover the upper part 
of the body; to wear gold earrings; if a male, to cut one’s hair, to use um-

                                                   
12  Bryan Pfaffenberger, “Fourth World Colonialism, Indigenous Minorities and 
Tamil Separatism in Sri Lanka”, Bulletin of Concerned Asian Scholars 16, 1 (Janu-
ary–March 1984), 18. 
13  Bryan Pfaffenberger, “The Political Construction of Defensive Nationalism: The 
1968 Temple Entry Crisis in Sri Lanka”, The Sri Lankan Tamils: Ethnicity & Identity, 
edited by Chelvadurai Manogaran and Bryan Pfaffenberger (Boulder: Westview 
Press, 1994), 149. 
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brellas; to own a bicycle or car, to cremate the dead; or to convert to 
Christianity or Buddhism. To enforce these sumptuary restrictions extra 
legally, Veḷḷālar have been ready to field gangs of thugs to punish up-
wardly-mobile Pallar or Nalavars. Such gangs pollute Untouchable wells 
with dead dogs, fecal matter, or garbage; burn down Untouchable fences 
or houses; physically assault and beat Minority Tamils; and sometimes, 
kill them. Preceding the Maviddapuram crisis were several altercations in 
which Minority Tamils had died.14 

The situation was ripe for overt and covert political intervention by 
the Siṃhala government and the stage was well set by the Tamil 
members of the Ceylon Communist party. Pfaffenberger summed it 
up saying that  

The volatile and discriminatory caste system of Jaffna exposed the penin-
sular not only to intervention by the Colombo government but also ex-
posed it to interference by new missionary organizations—not Christian, 
but Buddhist. Claiming their religion does not recognize caste, Buddhist 
missionary organizations sought to convert Minority Tamils to Buddhism 
by offering them incentives such as education in the Sinhala Language. 
Just prior to the Maviddapuram fracas, three prominent Buddhist monks 
visited Jaffna villages that had been torn by caste-related violence (Chan-
kanai and Kankesanthurai) in an effort “to bring about a settlement be-
tween minority Tamils and high-caste Hindus”—a settlement that Tamil 
political leaders had so far failed to achieve. Fear was widespread among 
Tamil leaders that the Colombo government might use such conversions 
as the stage from which to launch a government—funded political base in 
Jaffna.15  

Given the prevailing political tensions between the Siṃhala majority 
and the Tamil ethnic nationality this fear was both real and volatile. 

The controversial role played by Cellappā Cuntaraliṅkam (Chel-
lappah Suntharalingam) Member of Parliament and a Cambridge 
educated Professor of mathematics in the Māviṭṭapuram temple entry 
issue is still shrouded in mystery. It appears that he solidly stood 
against the minority Tamils worshipping in this historic Temple. The 
attitude he displayed represented the attitude of the Veḷḷālar caste 
that did not support the minority Tamils in their struggle for equality 
in worship in many leading Hindu temples in Yālppāṇam.  

Toward the late 1950s Vijeyānanda Dahanāyaka (Wijeyananda 
Dahanayake) who was the Minister of Education in the Baṇḍāra-
nāyaka government established about fifteen primary and secondary 

                                                   
14  Pfaffenberger, “The Political Construction…”, 148. 
15  Ibid., 154–155. 
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schools in the areas largely populated my minority Tamils.16 Under 
various guises the upper caste groups and their leadership opposed 
this move. It was argued that opening schools only for the minority 
children would lead to a form of caste based segregation forever. 
Tamil minority communities were unwilling to buy this reasoning. 
They interpreted it as a flimsy argument advanced by the high caste 
Hindus to deflect the proposal to establish schools for the underprivi-
leged. However, most of these schools were established in the district 
of Paruttittuṟai (Point Pedro). Poṉṉampalam Kantaiyā, Member of 
Parliament for that constitution, gave his whole-hearted support to 
this project undertaken by the Ministry of Education.  

Needless to say that religion and politics are inextricably inter-
woven in the Siṃhala polity. The Baṇḍāranāyaka years from the mid 
1950s initiated a consolidation of this process which his widowed wife 
Sirimāvō Ratvattē Dayas Baṇḍāranāyaka completed with the unilat-
eral introduction of the Republican constitution of 1972.17 She was 
Prime Minister from 1960 to 1965 and this was a period in which the 
Ceylon Communist party made strong inroads into Tamil politics, 
especially among those groups that were victims of the caste-based 
discriminations unscrupulously practiced by the Caiva-Veḷḷālar 
community.18  

The caste-centred discriminations based on Caiva/Vaiṇava religion 
became a highly charged political issue and the government of Siri-
māvō purportedly intervened on behalf of minority Tamils. Sirimāvō’s 
ascendency to political power was buttressed by the Communist allies 
from every hue, Ceylon Communist party as well as the Maoist, Marx-
ist/Trotskyite comrades. There were many Tamil Communist sup-
porters who stood on the side of the Siṃhala government. Foremost 
among these was the Tamil social reformer Mutaṟ Kanapatippiḷḷai 
Cuppiramaṇiyam (M. C. Supramaniam).19 “Em. Ci.”, as he was popu-
larly known, was also the President of the Ciṟupānmai tamilar 
makācapai ‘Minority Tamils’ Mahāsabha’ and provided strong politi-
cal and moral support for the agitation in the Temple Entry Crisis at 
the Hindu village of Māviṭṭapuram in 1968.  

                                                   
16  See Es. Cantirapōs, Eṇṇak kōlaṅkaḷ (Chennai: Mithra Arts & Creations Pvt. 
Ltd., 2007), 224.  
17  The Republican Constitution was unilaterally enacted in Parliament and Ceylon 
became the Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka. Tamils who were a major 
minority were not party to the constitution nor did they vote in favour of it.  
18  See, Pfaffenberger, “The Political Construction…”, 143–168. 
19  See Es. Cantirapōs, Em. Ci., Oru camūka viṭutalaip pōrāḷi (Chennai: Mithra 
Arts & Creations Pvt. Ltd., 2008), esp. 20–87. Also Id., Ennak kōlankaḷ…, 223–224.  
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“Em. Ci.” became an appointed Member of Parliament representing 
minority Tamils. He was also opposed to some of the policies of the 
Federal party which had the majority of elected Tamil seats in parlia-
ment. In the State Assembly that was convened to introduce the Re-
publican Constitution in May 1972, he voted in favour of the Siṃhala 
Constitution while the Federal Party opposed it. This was interpreted 
by the Federal party as a form of betrayal of the larger Tamil national 
interests. “Em. Ci.” probably thought that by standing on the side of the 
Siṃhala government he may be able to win the legitimate rights for the 
minority Tamils. But history has proven otherwise.  

Veḷḷālar caste domination and its resultant discriminations20 cata-
pulted a vocal socio-political protest in the form of a short-lived con-
version to Buddhism in such villages as Caṅkāṉai, Kāṅkēcanturai, 
Puttūr and Karaveṭṭi in the mid-1960s.  

The Temple entry crisis and the growing political and social dis-
criminations that were meted out to the minority Tamils, culminated 
in the declaration by a group of minority leaders, their families and 
children of their desire to convert to Buddhism. This was materialized 
with the formation of The All Ceylon Tamil Buddhist Association 
(Akila Ilaṅkai Tamilar Pauttac Caṅkam) in 1962. The following were 
the office-bearers of this Association:21 

President:  Taviṭ Mārimutu Vairamuttu, J.P.  
Joint Secretaries:  K. Kanagaliṅkam, V. Mārkkaṇṭu 
Vice-Presidents:  N. Ciṉṉattampi, M. Poṉṉuturai, S. Kiruśnacāmi 
Treasurer:  S. Iyāturai  

They jointly ventured into the task of establishing Tamil Buddhist 
schools to respond to the need for education of minority Tamil chil-
dren and to facilitate the religious needs of the newly converted Tamil 
Buddhist children. Four schools were established in four villages in 
the Paruttittuṟai district. These are:  

Puthoor Panchaseela Vidyalaya  
Atchuvely Shree Vipasi Vidyalaya  
Karaveddy –Kanpolla ShreeNaratha (Kanpollai)22  
Alvaii Somage Vidyalaya23  

                                                   
20  See, P. Kaṉakacapāpati, Emmai Vaala Vaithavarkal (Colombo: Chemamadu 
Pathipakam, 2012), 222–237. 
21  For more on this see, Es. Cantirapōs, Eṇṇak kōlaṅkaḷ…, 223.  
22  See Loc.cit. 
23  Although the names of the schools are referred to with the names of major 
townships or Villages, the actual schools were established in the adjacent villages 
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These were primary and secondary schools that were specifically es-
tablished for the education of minority Tamil children with a (Siṃ-
hala) Buddhist curriculum. For various social and contextual political 
reasons these schools gradually became Tamil schools for all Tamil 
children in the area and the short lived Buddhist religion eventually 
lost its fire and fervour.  

In retrospect, conversion to Buddhism was seen only as an abor-
tive short cut to sharp and swift social emancipation. By climbing the 
ladder of Buddhism the minority Tamils hoped for a social egalitari-
anism they thought was enshrined as a fundamental Buddhist reli-
gious principle. Thus, those who opted to climb this ladder were soon 
disillusioned as their expectation was elusive and unattainable.  

On the part of the SLFP government which is known for its Siṃ-
hala-Buddhist extremism, this provided an opportunity to make in-
roads into the Tamil community with a divide and rule policy as well 
as to gain vote banks for its unsuccessful candidates among the so 
called Tamil sub-nationalist groups. But this was a short-lived politi-
cal ambition.  

5 Conversion to Buddhism and Reversion to 
Caivam  

Religious conversion and reversion within and without the Siṃhala 
Buddhist nationality in Īlam, raises a number of questions. Is the pre-
sent Lankan brand of Theravāda Buddhism a non-missionary religion 
or has it failed as missionary religion? Is political Buddhism a relig-
iously justifiable reality against the backdrop of the Buddha’s teaching 
on non-attachment? Why did the minority of Tamil Buddhist converts 
so quickly and unceremoniously abandon their new religion? Are the 
Caivas/Vaiṇavas around them to be blamed solely for this abandon-
ment? What form of sustainability did the Siṃhala Buddhist official-
dom provide for the new converts? Or did they ever provide a system 
that would enable the continuity of their newly founded mission? 

                                                                                                                        
where minority Tamils lived in significant numbers.—I am thankful to Mr Tiru Tiruc-
celvam, Editor in Chief of Tamils’ Information a monthly published in Toronto, Can-
ada and Mr P. Kaṉakacapāpati, Emeritus Principal, Mahajana College, Tellipaḷai for 
the information they provided me about some of the events and persons related to the 
Buddhist conversions in Yālppāṇam and the subsequent establishment of the above-
named schools.  
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These and several other similar questions can be raised. Our singular 
response is that ever since Siṃhala Buddhism chose to remain as an 
ethno-linguistic homogeneity, it lost its life sap of missionary motiva-
tion and enthusiasm.  

 The Tamil ethnic nationality in Īlam was well aware of this major 
lacuna in Siṃhala Buddhism. They did not pay serious attention to 
the glamorous conversion ritual that was given wide publicity by the 
Siṃhala government’s media. The Tamils knew that solely due to the 
lack of religious and socio-economic sustainability this conversion 
will wither away and die in a matter of months. As expected it did. 
Ever since Buddhism in Īlam began to apply Siṃhala ethnicity as a 
defining adjective of its religious identity, Buddhism in Īlam lost its 
missionary essence.  

  
  


